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SEASAT carriedthree wind speedmicrowavesensors:a scatterometer(SASS),an altimeter(ALT),
and a five-frequencyradiometer (SMMR). The winds inferred by these three sensorsalong with
colocated in situ anemometermeasurementsare intercompared.The in situ comparisonsshow an
agreementof about 2 m/s. A largerstatisticaldatabaseis obtainedby intercomparingthe three sensors
in the absenceof in situ data. For nadir observationsat wind speedbelow l0 m/s, the three instruments
track eachother very well and seemresponsiveto wind as low as 2 m/s. However, for winds above l0
m/s the ALT winds are biasedlow relative to the SASS and SMMR winds. The discrepancyat high
wind speedsbetweenthe SASS and ALT is due to using different model functions in the geophysical
processing.When properly filtered for land, sun glitter, and rain, the SASS and SMMR winds agree
remarkablywell. For 329SASSand SMMR comparisonsover a wind speedrangefrom 2 to 20 m/s, the
meandifferenceis 0.03 m/s, the standarddeviationis 1.42m/s, and the correlationis 0.95. The ability
of the SMMR to measurewind speedis adverselyaffectedby proximity to land and sun glitter. The
SMMR cell must be at least 600 to 700 km from land, and the sun anglemust be greaterthan 20'to
ensureaccuratewinds. Both SASS and SMMR retrieve wind speedsnear the eye of Hurricane Fico
that are in good agreementwith eachother and with surfaceobservations.Light rain of about 2 mmlh
does not appearto seriouslydegradethe performanceof the SASS or SMMR.

1.

INtRooucrroN

SEASAT provides the unique opportunity to intercompare three independent on-orbit wind speed sensors. The
two active sensors, the scatterometer (SASS) and altimeter
(ALT), measure the microwave power that is backscattered
from the sea surface. The passive microwave radiometer
(SMMR) measures the radiation emitted from the sea surface
and intervening atmosphere. Both the backscattered radiation and the emitted radiation are correlated with surface
roughness which in turn is correlated with the wind speed
near the sea surface.
The radiative backscattering is a combination of specular
reflections and Bragg resonance scattering. Specular reflections occur when sea waves having wavelengths much
longer than the radiation wavelength are tilted normal to the
observation direction. Bragg scattering results from the
incident radiation being diffracted by capillary sea waves
having amplitudes small compared to the radiation wavelength. For incidence angles near nadir the specular reflections dominate, whereas at the larger incidence angles Bragg
scattering is most important. In contrast, the radiometer
responds to the variations in the surface emissivity caused
by gravity waves tilting the sea surface and sea foam
modifying the surface reflectivity. The variation of the local
surface normal due to wave tilting mixes the horizontal and
vertical polarized emission and changes the incidence angle
for the emission. The foam acts as an impedance match for
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the air-water interface,thereby decreasingthe reflectivity of
the interface.
These physical processesthat are responsiblefor backscattering and emission are highly correlated with the seasurfacewind speed.Wave tilting, capillary wave amplitude,
and foam coverage all increase with wind speed. This
correlation allows for the retrieval of wind speedfrom the
sensor observations.There are severalgood referenceson
the theory of microwaveremotesensinglSwtft,1977;Munn,
1978;Gower, 19801.
The three SEASAT sensorshave different swaths as is
shown in Figure 1. The scatterometerhas three separate
swaths,one centeredon nadir and the other two on the right
and left sides.The nadir swath is -r70 km about nadir, and
the off-nadir swathsbegin at about 200 km cross-trackfrom
nadir and extend out to about 700 km from nadir. The
altimeterswath is2.4 to 12km wide, dependingon seastate,
and is centered on nadir. The radiometer swath is 600 km
wide, with one edge being about 50 km to the left of nadir
and the other edgebeing about 550 km to the right of nadir.
For the SMMR grid l, the swath is divided into four columns
150km wide, which is the resolutionof the SMMR's lowest
frequency of 6.6 GHz. For grid 2, the SMMR swath is
divided into seven columns 86 km wide, which is the
resolutionof the SMMR's 10.7 GHz channel.The SMMR
columns are numbered,startingat nadir, from I to 4 for grid
I and from I to 7 for gr.d2. Each column is divided into cells
that are approximatelysquarehaving a dimensionof 150km
for grid I and 86 km for grid 2. With the exceptionof the four
QueenElizabethII (QE II) revolutionsdiscussedin section
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Fig. 1. Rightside
swathcoverage
for theSASS,ALT, andSMMR.

4, the wind comparisonsherein are at the grid 1 resolution.
The QE II revolutions are at the grid 2 resolution. A
complete description of the sensors' swath geometry and
resolutioncapabilitiesis given by Weissman[1980].
The winds retrieved from all three sensorscan be intercomparedat nadir, and the SASS and SMMR winds can be
compared acrossthe SMMR swath. For the nadir comparisons,the SASS and ALT sampleonly the near-nadirportion
of a column I cell, whereasthe SMMR samplesthe entire
cell. For the off-nadircomparisonson grid 1, the SASS sees
only the right-half of a column2 cellbut seesall of columns3
and 4. In the presenceof strong wind gradients,these
resolution differenceswill degradethe intercomparisons.
In section 2 we briefly describe the algorithms used to
retrieve the wind speed for the threc sensorsand discuss
how the sensors'footprints are colocated.Section 3 begins
by comparing the sensor winds with in situ anemometer
measurements.
Then wind comparisonsof the threesensors,
in the absenceof in situ data, are shown. The effects of
proximity to land, sun glitter, and rain on the wind retrievals
are discussedin section 4. and section 5 contains our
conclusions.Throughoutthis paper we use the abbreviation
'rev.' to denotea SEASAT revolution.i.e.. an orbit. When
we refer to a particularrev., such as rev. 1135,we do not
meanthe entire orbit, but rather a segmentof the orbit. In all
caseswe specify the extent of the orbit segment.
2. Alconrrrru DescnrprroNS
The raw telemetry counts from the three sensors are
processedto normalizedradar cross section(NRCS) for the
SASS and ALT and to brightnesstemperature(TB) for the
SMMR. The sensoralgorithmsdescribedin the IEEE Special SEASAT Issue fWeissman,19801perform this Level 1
processing.The NRCS's and Ts's dependon the observation
frequency, polanzation,and viewing direction, as well as on
environmental parameters.Level 2 geophysicalprocessing
is required to remove the observation dependenceand
obtain the environmentalparameters.The geophysicalprocessingfor the SASS and SMMR is accomplishedby least
squares algorithms that find the environmental parameter
vector P that minimizes the following sum of squares:
I

SoS : >

lMi _ F(p, oi\lzl\iz

(l)

i: I

where Mi is the NRCS or Ts measurement, F(P, Oi) is the
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model function correspondingto the Mi measurement,Oi is
the observation vector for the measurement,and Ai2 is the
expected variance between the measurementand model
function due to measurementand modeling error. The
summationis over the l measurementswhosefootprints fall
within a specifiedresolutioncell. The ALT algorithmcan be
thought of as a specialcaseof (1) where I : l. The model
function computes an expectedvalue for the measurement
given the environmentaland observationvectors. For offnadir observations,the SASS environmentalvector consists
of wind speed and wind direction. For nadir observations,
the environmental vector for the SASS and the ALT has
only one component,wind speed,becausewind direction
does not affect the nadir NRCS measurement.For the
SMMR there are four components,wind speed,sea-surface
temperature,atmosphericwater vapor, and atmosphereliquid water. The observationvector consistsof the sensor's
frequency, polanzation, and viewing direction. All results
reported herein come from the most recent versions of the
model functions.For the SASS,the SASS-Imodelfunction
is used fSchroederet al., this issuel. The SMMR model
function is the finalized version implementedJanuary 30,
1981 fWentz, 1981a1.The ALT function is describedby
Fedor and Brown [this issue].
For intercomparisonpurposes,we use either the grid 1 or
grid2 SMMR cell. For the grid 1 cases,the SMMR algorithm
finds the least squareswind solution for the ten Ts measurements associatedwith the cell. For grid 2, there are only
eight Ts measurementssince the two polarization channels
at 6.6 GHz are not included on the higher resolution grid.
When processingthe SASS data at the grid I resolution, all
SASS footprints whose centroidsfall within a grid I cell are
grouped together and included in (1) to compute a single
wind speed.When processingthe SASSdataon gnd?, pairs
of orthogonal SASS measurementsare first converted to a
wind speed, and then the wind speedsfor all pairs whose
centroidsfall within the grid 2 cell are averagedtogether.For
the comparisonsof the ALT winds with the in situ anemometer measurements,the ALT wind speedscome from a 6 s
averageof the portion of the subtrack that is closestto the
anemometer. For the Gulf of Alaska revs. in which the
SASS,ALT, and SMMR are intercompared,the ALT winds
come from the 22 s portion of the subtrack that is within a
grid 1 cell.
In developingthe SMMR modelfunction,we usedSASSinferred wind speedsfor columns 3 and 4 of SEASAT revs.
1120and 1135.Theseare descendingrevs. that go out from
the Gulf of Alaska toward Hawaii. The rev. 1120segmentis
1200km, whereasthe rev. 1135segmentis much longer,
extendingfrom Gulf of Alaska to the equator. The relationship betweenthe sea-surfaceemissivityand wind speedwas
derived from these SASS winds fWentz et al., 19811.All
other revs. reported herein were withheld from the emissivity model function development.After determiningthe emissivity relationships, the SMMR-inferred wind speeds for
column I of thesetwo revs. were usedto specifythe SASS
model function for nadir observations.This methodof model
function developmentwas chosenbecauseof the difficulty in
obtaining reliable surface-observationsof winds colocated
with SEASAT observations.
Although comparing SASS and SMMR winds for these
two revs. is not an independentverificationof performance,
the agreementshown in Figure 2 betweenSASS and SMMR
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Fig. 2.

A comparison of the SASS and SMMR wind speeds forgrid l, column 3 of rev. 1135.

for rev. 1135 is still quite remarkable. The correlation
betweenSASSand sMMR windsfor columns3 and4 of rev.
1135,excludingcells with rain, is 0.98 for 63 observations.
This high correlation is due to more than simply tuning
model functions. For example, consider the hypothetical
case, which has been postulatedin the past, of the sea_
surfaceNRCS saturatingat wind speedsabove 10m/s due to
the saturation of capillary wave growth. Also assumethat
the wind-inducedsea-surfaceemissivity is entirely due to
foam generation that abruptly begins at 7 m/s. If this
hypothesiswere a true descriptionof nature,then no amount
of model function tuning could achieve the correlation of
0.98 over the wind speedrangeshownin Figure Z. The 3 m/s
offset in the two curves near 9'N is probably due to the rain
clouds in the Intertropical ConvergenceZone (ITCZ), although one cannot say which sensor is being adversely
affected. This rainy portion of the rev. was excluded from
the emissivityderivation.
3. WrNo INrpncolapARrsoNsArrloNc Rerraorp
SeNsonsnNo IN Srru ATBMoMETERS
In this section we compare the winds retrieved by the
three sensorswith in situ anemometermeasurements,
and
also intercomparethe remotely sensedwinds for a numberof
orbit segmentsfor which surfacedata are not available.The
comparisonsin this sectionare under ideal conditions.Since
all comparisonsare made during the eveningor at night, the
SMMR data are free of any possiblesea-surfacesun glitter.
Also we only consider cells that are at least 700 km away
from land, thereby avoiding land contamination in the
SMMR antennasidelobes.Finally, if the SMMR indicates
that there is rain in a cell, then that cell is excluded. The
effects of land, sun glitter, and rain are discussedsection4.
To begin with, we intercompare winds from the three
sensors with in situ anemometermeasurements.The anemometer measurementsconsist of 20 from weather station
Papaand 3 from NOAA Data Buoy 46006,both in the Gulf of

Alaska. For the SASSand SMMR, the grid I wind speedsin
the vicinity of the anemometer are interpolated to the
anemometerlocation. For the ALT, the wind speedcomes
from a 6 s average of the portion of the subtrack that is
closest to Papa or the buoy. The anemometerwind is
reported every 6 hours and is interpolatedto the time of the
SEASAT overpass.Except for the one case mentionedin
the next paragraph,the winds appearto be fairly constantin
time. The SMMR indicatedthat rain was presentfor 5 of the
23 in situ comparisons,and thesecasesare excluded.of the
remaining 18 comparisons,nine are for the nadir column 1
cells. Hence these comparisonsapply mostly to the nadir
observation of wind speed. when this investigation was
being done, not all of the SASS, ALT, and SMMR sensor
data tapes were available. Also for the casesin which the
anemometeris not within a column I cell, no ALT comparison is made. As a result the number of usablecomparisons
for the SASS,ALT, and SMMR is 14,6, and 18,respectively. Although this data set is quite small, the papa winds are
very reliable.
Figure3 is a scatterplot of SASS,ALT, and SMMR winds
versusthe in situ winds, and rable I givesthe intercomparison statistics,i.e., the number of comparisons,the mean
difference,and the standarddeviationof the differenceabout
the mean.The SMMR showsthe bestcomparisonwith the in
situ winds, having a mean difference of 0.7 m/s and a
standarddeviationof 1.8m/s. The 14SASSwinds are biased
1.4 m/s high relative to the anemometerwinds and show a
standarddeviationof 2.1m/s. The 6 ALT winds are biased
low by 1.6m/s and havea standarddeviationof 1.6m/s. For
the SASS and SMMR, the largestdiscrepancywith papa,
which is circled in the figure, occurs for the samerev. The
SASSwind is 18.7m/s,the SMMR wind is 17.8m/s,andthe
Papa wind is only 12.6m/s. It is interestingthat the papa
report 6 hours earlier gave a 32 mls wind. possibly the poor
agreementis due to a rapidly changingwind-seastate.When
this anomalous comparison is excluded, the comparison
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can be compared. For instance, we can determine if the
three sensorsare equallyresponsiveto low and high winds, a
question that has been frequently debated.
x = sASS
Figure 4 shows the SASS, ALT, and SMMR wind speeds
o = sll|MR
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plotted versuslatitude for four revs. over the Gulf of Alaska:
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1163,1178,1206,and 1221.Theseare descendingrevs. that
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go out from the Gulf of Alaska toward Hawaii. The lengths
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SMMR reaches18 m/s and the SASS reaches20 m/s. As
mentioned above, this discrepancybetweenthe ALT winds
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and the winds obtained from SASS and SMMR is due to
using different model functions.
Next we compare the SASS and SMMR over the entire
0
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SMMR swath for the four Gulf of Alaska revs. mentioned
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above and for revs. 1120and 1135,which were usedto tune
Fig. 3. SASS,ALT, and SMMRinferredwind speedsplotted the SMMR and SASS model functions. Figure 5 is a scatter
Theline of perfectagree- plot of SMMR winds versus SASS winds for the six revs.
observations.
versusin situ anemometer
mentis shown.
The solid line in the figure is the 45' line of perfect agreement. There are a total of 329grid I cells,for which the mean
statisticsimprove. The mean and standarddeviationfor the
22
SMMR become0.5 and 1.4m/s, and for the SASSthe mean
and standarddeviationare 1.1 and 1.7 m/s.
20.
The best intersensorcomparison is between the SMMR
18
and SASS, showing a mean difference of -0.3 m/s and a
16
standard deviation of 1.2 m/s. The largest intersensordiscrepancyis that the ALT winds are biasedlow by about 3 m/
1q
s relative to the SASS and SMMR winds, particularly at E
1)
winds above 10 m/s. This bias is due to the difference
betweenthe SASS and ALT modelfunctions,as is discussed = 1 n
in section 5. Also there is a slight indication in Figure 3 that =
the SASS nadir winds may be overestimatingthe higher
wind speeds.
The collection of reliable in situ wind data and the
colocation of these data with the satellite observationsare
formidable tasks. While there is no substitutefor good in situ
winds, intercomparison of remotely sensed winds in the
absence of surface data is a valuable exercise requiring
considerably less resources.This is particularly true since
the SASS wind-sensingperformanceover the primary offnadir swath has been partially verifiedby the JASIN Experiment lJoneset al.,l98l, this issuel.Hencethe SASScanbe
used to evaluate the SMMR wind-sensingcapability. Also
€ 1a
the response of the three sensors to various wind field
a 1 0
features,such as high winds in stormsand low winds in cols,
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Fig. 4. Comparisonsof nadir wind speedsmeasuredby the three
sensors.
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TABLE 3. SMMR and SASS Wind Comparisonsfor Revolution
1074Near Land
SMMR - SASSWinds, m/s
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Column

No. of Cells

Mean

StandardDeviation

4
5
6

23
23
l8
l3

0.09
-0.64
-1.26
-2.48

1.34
1.36
t.97
2.60

o
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=
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rev. and each column includedin Figure 5. The first entry in
the table is the number of samples,the secondis the mean
SMMR minus SASS difference,and the third is the standard
deviation.The comparisonstatisticsfor revs. 1120and I135,
which were used in model function development, are in
generalagreementwith the statisticsobtainedfrom the four
withheld revs.
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Fig. 5. A scatter plot of SMMR versus SASS winds for six
North Pacific revs. Line of perfect agreementis the solid line, and
the least squaresfit is the dashedline.
difference of SMMR minus SASS is 0.03 m/s and the
standard deviation about the mean is 1.42 m/s. The least
squares fit to the 329 points, which is shown by the dashed
line, has a slope of 0.925 and a y intercept of 0.7 m/s. The
correlation between the two estimates of wind speed is 0.95.
Table 2 gives the comparison statistics breakdown for each
TABLE 2. Wind StatisticsAcross the Swath
Column Number
Revolution

All Columns

I 135

35*
-0.031
1.48+

I 178

33
0.53
l.0l

33
0.21
0.96

30
0.25
L05

131
0.24
l.15

t2
-0.29
0.90

t3
-0.33
2.00

ll
- 1.05
2.05

9
-2.00
1.58

45
-0.83
r.77

t22l

t2
-0.12
l 59

t2
0.45
0.78

ll
-0.12
0.83

tl
-0.21
r.37

46
0.00
L18

lt20

6
-1.97
0.82

7
0.91
0.99

6
0.81
0.90

5
2.10
2.26

24
0.41
t.92

1163

12
-0.79
0.95

13
0.98
0.88

l2
0.38
0.90

lt
0.31
1.27

48
0.24

9
0.70
t.43

9
-0.07
r.86

9
-0.97
1.23

8
-0.40
1.72

35
-0.18
1.62

t206

All revs.

86
-0.24
|.42

r.t7

87
82
74
329
-0.06
-0.03
0.43
0.03
1.30
1.27
r.62
1.42
x First column entry is 'numberof samples.'
'mean SMMR - SASS difference.
t Secondcolumn entry is
'standarddeviation.'
Third
column
entrv
is
t

AND RAIN oN WIND ReTRIgveI
In this section we focus on three problems that can
degrade the wind sensing performance of the three sensors.
The first problem is proximity to land and primarily affects
the SMMR. The second problem, sun glitter, only affects the
SMMR. Third, there is rain, which in sufficient quantity can
degrade the performance of all three sensors.
The effect of land and sun glitter on wind retrieval is
exemplified in a series of four revs.: 1066, 1074, 1080, and
1094. The revs. are over portions of the developing North
Atlantic storm which has come to be known as the QE II
Storm because the luxury linear Queen Elizabeth II encountered damaging seas on September 11, 1978, in an area
viewed by rev. 1094. The four rev. segments are each about
1800 km long. The rev. 1066, 1080, and 1094 segments
extend from the Sargasso Sea to Newfoundland. The rev.
1074 segment goes from Nova Scotia to the Bahamas. For
these revs. the SMMR and SASS winds are computed on the
86 km grid 2. Only the off-nadir columns 4, 5, 6, and 7 are
considered, and hence no ALT comparisons can be made. If
the SMMR indicates that rain is present in the cell under
consideration or in an adjacent cell, then the cell is excluded.
This careful filtering eliminates any possible data contamination due to rain.
Rev. 1074is a nighttime, descending pass that parallels the
east coast of the United States. Columns 4, 5,6, and 7 are
approximately 760,670, 590, and 500 km from the coast.
Table 3 gives the mean SMMR minus SASS wind speed
difference and the standard deviation of the difference for
each column. For column 4, which is farthest from land, the
mean of 0.1 m/s and the standard deviation of 1.3 m/s are
very similar to the values obtained in section 3 for the six
Gulf of Alaska revs., which are also at nighttime and far
'7,
away from land. Going from column 4 to column
a very
large negative SMMR minus SASS wind bias develops. The
bias of -2.5 m/s for column 7 is a strong indication that at
500 km from land the antenna pattern correction algorithm
overcompensates for the relatively hot thermal emission of
land entering the antenna sidelobes. The SASS is also
affected by land, but the effect is not significant until the
edge of the SASS footprint is less than 50 km from land. This
is one advantage the active sensors have over the passive
sensor.
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Fig. 6. A scatterplot of SMMR versusSASSwindsfor four
North Atlanticrevs. affectedby land and sunglitter.The line of
perfectagreement
is shown.
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In this casethe rev. segmentis in the eveningand far away
from land. However there is significantrain in the vicinity of
Fico, and no rain filtering for SASS or SMMR is done. The
two sensorstrack each other quite well. The SMMR minus
SASS meandifferenceis 1.1 m/s and the standarddeviation
is 1.1 m/s for the27 cells considered.Going north to south,
both winds increase,reach a maximumat the samelocation,
and then sharply drop. Surface wind observationsindicate
that the averagewind speedfor the two cells closestto the
eye of Fico is about 20 m/s (P. Black, private communication, 1981).The SMMR retrievesa 21 m/swind for thesetwo
cells and the SASS retrieves 20 m/s. There is no apparent
degradationdue to the rain bands in Fico.
There are several reasonswhy the rain is not seriously
degradingthe sensors'performance.First, at a resolutionof
150 km the small rain bands tend to be washed out. The
SMMR-inferred rain rate for the two cells closestto Fico is
only about 2 mm/h. Also, for grid I retrievals the SMMR
reliesheavilyon the 6.6GHzchannel,which is leastaffected
by rain. Finally, the atmospheric model function for the
SMMR least squaresalgorithm and the SASS attenuation
correction algorithm uses Mie absorption coefficients to
account for radiative scattering from rain drops fWentz,
l98la,bl. However, we are not sayingthat the degradation
due to light rain is entirely negligible. Referring back to
Figure2,we seea 3 m/soffsetbetweenthe SASSand SMMR
winds near 9oN. This offset is probably due to rain cloudsin
the ITCZ. Averagedover 150km, the SMMR measuredthe
ITCZ rain rates to be about 2 mm/h. We cannot make any
definite conclusion as to which sensor is being adversely

The other three QE II revs. are during the daytime and
experiencesun glitter. Theserevs. are further out to seathan
rev. 1074,and land contaminationshouldnot be a problem.
A filter is applied to the data to eliminate most of the sun
glitter. If the sun angleis less than 10"or if the sun angleis
lessthan 15"and the wind speedis lessthan 15m/s, then the
cell is excluded. The sun angle is the angle between the
22
vector pointing from the cell to the SMMR and the propagation vector of solar radiation that would be specularly
reflected from the cell if the sea surfacewere flat. For sun
angleslessthan 15",wind speedsbelow 15m/sproducemore
glitter directed toward the SMMR than winds above 15m/s.
18
For this reason, we use the two criteria sun glitter filter.
Although this filtering techniqueeliminatesa largeportion of
16
the sun glitter, there is still a residual component at sun
angles out to 20o or 25". For example, the sun glitter Tg
computed from two-scale scattering theory lWentz, 19781 3 1 4
translatesinto a 2, l, and 0.3 m/s wind speederror for sun Uu
anglesof 15o,20o,and 25o,respectively,assumingthat the o6 1 2
z
true wind speedis l0 m/s. Hence, the SMMR winds for the ;
three daytime revs. shouldbe biasedsomewhathigh because t - a n
the sun glitter filter is not restrictive enough.
u
Figure 6 is a scatter plot of the SMMR winds versus the
8
SASSwinds for the four QE II revs. Eachrev. is denotedby
a different symbol. The SMMR winds from nighttime rev.
6
1074are clearly biased low, most probably becauseof its
the
from
winds
SMMR
59
the
In
contrast,
proximity to land.
4
three daytimerevs. are biasedhigh about 1.9 m/s relativeto
the SASS becauseof sun glitter and the standarddeviationis
?
2.2mls.
Our final wind comparisonis for rev. 331 that flew over
HurricaneFico on July 20, 1978.The hurricanewas southeast
0
10
20
30
40
of Hawaii at 15.9"Nand 206.6"E'The rev. segmentbeginsin
(
'
N
)
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T
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T
U
D
E
at
the
equator
near
ends
the northeast Pacific at 40"N and
5"N, passingjust east of Hawaii. Figure 7 showsthe SASS Fig. 7. A comparison of SASS and SMMR wind speeds
Hurricane Fico for grid 1, column 3 of rev. 331.
and SMMR winds plotted versuslattiudefor grid 1 column 3'
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affected by the rain in the ITCZ. However, it is interesting
that the SMMR winds go up a tittle in the ITCZ while the
SASS winds go down. This behavioris exactly what happens
when the atmospheric attenuation is underestimated.The
SMMR brightness temperaturesincrease with increasing
attenuation,and hence an underestimationof attenuationis
compensatedby an overestimationin wind speed.In contrast, the SASS NRCS decreaseswith attenuation, and
underestimatingthe attenuation causesthe retrieved wind
speedsto be too low. If this is the case,then the light rain is
causinga * 1.5m/s biasin SMMR winds and a - 1.5m/s bias
in the SASS winds, which is not a substantialerror.
5. CoNcr-usroNs
For a limited number of in situ comparisonsunder favorable conditions, the SASS, ALT, and SMMR winds agree
with anemometermeasurementsto within about 2 m/s. The
data base for evaluatingthe three sensorsis then expanded
by intercomparingthe winds from the three sensorsin the
absenceof in situ data. For wind speedsbelow l0 m/s, the
three sensorstrack each other very well and seemresponsive to wind speedsas low as 2 mls. However, for wind
speedsabove l0 m/s, the ALT winds are biasedlow relative
to the SASS and SMMR winds. The model functions used
for the SASS and ALT are markedly different for winds
above 10m/s. For example,given the samesea-surfacenadir
NRCS of l0 dB, the SASS model function predicts a wind
speed of 17 m/s and the ALT model function predicts a 10
m/s wind. This differencein modelscan explainthe observed
differencebetween ALT and SASS winds; however, we do
not have enoughin situ observationsat the higher winds to
determine which sensoris more correct. To further add to
the mystery, Schroederet a/., lthis issue]reports that the
SASS nadir winds are indeed indeed accurate.while Fedor
and Brown [this issue] indicate that the ALT is retrieving
unbiasedwinds.
When properly filtered for rain, land, and sun glitter, the
SASS and SMMR winds are in very closeagreement.A total
of 329comparisonsshow a meanof 0.03 m/s and a standard
deviation of I.42 m/s. The correlationfor thesecomparisons
is a 0.95. The winds from the two sensorstrack one another
from wind speedsas low as 2 m/s up to wind speedsas high
as 20 m/s. Neither instrument shows any apprrent lack of
sensitivity over the 2 to 20 m/s range.
The ability of the SMMR to measure wind speed is
adversely affected by proximity of land and sun glitter. It
appearsthat the SMMR cell must be at least 600 to 700 km
from land to obtain accuratewind speeds.Also sun glitter
from the sea-surfacesignificantlybiasesthe SMMR winds
for sun angles up to 20". However, accurate winds could
probably be obtainedin the presenceof sun glitter by means
of a fairly simple algorithm that usesthe known sun angle.
When a 150 km resolution cell is used, the performance
degradationdue to light rain in the cell doesnot appearto be
too serious.Both the SASSand SMMR retrievewind speeds
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near the eye of Hurricane Fico that are in good agreement
with surface observations.
The major shortcoming of our analysis is that there are so
few data. We have looked at only a fraction of the SEASAT
Mission. By expanding the three-sensor wind data base to
the entire mission, the capability of measuring winds from
space can be fully assessed and understood.
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